The objective of this manuscript is to present a systematic review of biosurveillance models that operate on select agents and can forecast the occurrence of a disease event.
Introduction
One of the primary goals of this research was to characterize the viability of biosurveillance models to provide operationally relevant information to decision makers, in order to identify areas for future research. Two critical characteristics differentiate this work from other infectious disease modeling reviews [1, 2] . First, we reviewed models that attempted to predict the disease event, not merely its transmission dynamics. Second, we considered models involving pathogens of concern as determined by the US National Select Agent Registry.
Background: A rich and diverse field of infectious disease modeling has emerged over the past 60 years and has advanced our understanding of population-and individual-level disease transmission dynamics, including risk factors, virulence and spatio-temporal patterns of disease spread. Recent modeling advances include biostatistical methods, and massive agent-based population, biophysical, ordinary differential equation, and ecological-niche models. Diverse data sources are being integrated into these models as well, such as demographics, remotely-sensed measurements and imaging, environmental measurements, and surrogate data such as news alerts and social media. Yet, there remains a gap in the sensitivity and specificity of these models not only in tracking infectious disease events but also predicting their occurrence.
Methods
We searched dozens of commercial and government databases and harvested Google search results for eligible models utilizing terms and phrases provided by public health analysts relating to biosurveillance, remote sensing, risk assessments, spatial epidemiology, and ecological niche-modeling, This returned 13,767 webpages and 12,152 citations. After de-duplication and removal of extraneous material, a core collection of 6,503 items was established, these publications and their abstracts are presented in a semantic wiki at http://BioCat.pnnl.gov. Next, PNNL's IN-SPIRE visual analytics software was used to cross-correlate these publications with the definition for a biosurveillance model. As a result, we systematically reviewed 44 papers, and the results are presented in this analysis.
Results
The models were classified as one or more of the following types: event forecast (9%), spatial (59%), ecological niche (64%), diagnostic or clinical (14%), spread or response (20%), and reviews (7%). The distribution of transmission modes in the models was: direct contact (55%), vector-borne (34%), water-or soil-borne (16%), and nonspecific (7%). The parameters (e.g., etiology, cultural) and data sources (e.g., remote sensing, NGO, epidemiological) for each model were recorded. A highlight of this review is the analysis of verification and validation procedures employed by (and reported for) each model, if any. All models were classified as either a) Verified or Validated (89%), or b) Not Verified or Validated (11%; which for the purposes of this review was considered a standalone category).
Conclusions
The verification and validation (V&V) of these models is discussed in detail. The vast majority of models studied were verified or validated in some form or another, which was a surprising observation made from this portion of the study. We subsequently focused on those models which were not verified or validated in an attempt to identify why this information was missing. One reason may be that the V&V was simply not reported upon within the paper reviewed for those models. A positive observation was the significant use of real epidemiological data to validate the models. Even though 'Validation using Spatially and Temporally Independent Data' was one of the smallest classification groups, validation through the use of actual data versus predicted data represented approximately 33% of these models. We close with initial recommended operational readiness level guidelines, based on established Technology Readiness Level definitions.
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